NEW FROM PRO-TECH

COMPACT WHEEL
LOADER SNO PUSHER
• The first containment plow designed specifically for
use with compact wheel loaders.
• Reinforced universal quick coupler designed using
a unique compact wheel loader chassis, Built with
the strength and endurance to be used with heavier
and more powerful equipment.
• Available in 8, 10, and 12 foot sizes to meet a wide
variety of property sizes and compact wheel loader
types.
• Features industry leading Pro-Tech extruded rubber
and abrasion and impact resistant wear shoes.
• Backed with our 10 year limited warranty.

www.snopusher.com (844) 204. 8211

Reinforced Coupler
The Compact Wheel Loader Sno Pusher features a reinforced universal
coupler. This coupler differs from a skidsteer coupler in that it is designed

Backed Up
With a Promise
Every Sno Pusher comes standard with

specifically for use on larger machines. Featuring heavier duty materials

Pro-Tech’s industry leading 10 year

and additional bracing this coupler can withstand the “wear and tear” of

warranty. The quality of our products is

significant winter use.

not only reflected in our warranty but also
the numerous Sno Pushers that are still in

Robust Chassis

operation almost two decades after coming

Pro-Tech is known for building durable products and the Compact Wheel

off the factory line.

Loader Sno Pusher is no different. The unique chassis is designed using
6” and 12” structural steel channels that stabilize the unit and allow for

Find your local Pro-Tech dealer at

confident pushing and stacking of snow.

SnoPusher.com or contact us today at
(844) 204-8211.

20 Year History
The Compact Wheel Loader Sno Pusher is designed based on Pro-Tech’s
Rubber Edge Sno Pusher product line, which has been the most popular
containment plow in the industry for over 20 years. This Sno Pusher uses
a high quality 1.5” x 10” adjustable rubber cutting edge, which can clear
a variety of snow types. The Sno Pusher also features pyramid gussets,
which provide additional reinforcement of the sideplates and eliminates
the packed snow that often occurs with plows that run bars from their
chassis to sideplates.

MODEL
WIDTH
HEIGHT
SNOW
CAPACITY
WEIGHT
PRICE

SP08M

SP10M

SP12M

8 FT
36 IN

10 FT
36 IN

12 FT
36 IN

7 YD 3

9 YD 3

11 YD 3

1,150 LBS
$3,295

1,300 LBS
$3,595

1,450 LBS
$3,895

.75 - 2.5 YD 3

1.2 - 2.5 YD 3

60 HP - 100 HP
12,000 LBS 20,000 LBS

80 HP - 120 HP
16,000 LBS 20,000 LBS

MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS
BUCKET
.75 - 2.5 YD 3
CAPACITY
HP RANGE
60 HP - 100 HP
OPERATING
12,000 LBS WEIGHT
20,000 LBS
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